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As Featured in the Guinness Book of Records, this is the thrilling, inspiring storyof Dave
Cornthwaite's epic journey down-under by a most unusual form oftransport. Tired of the nine-to-
five, Dave decided one day that he needed achange – a big change. And so he jumped on his
RollsRolls longboard (the LandRover of skateboards) and broke a world record, skating the
length of GreatBritain. Not content with such glories, he decided to go one better and duringthe
second half of 2006 skated from Perth to Brisbane, a distance of 4,500miles - raising money for
three childrens' charities in the process and earning areputation as a mad pom.This is the story
of Dave's motivation, his stamina, and his enduring good spiritin the face of a huge challenge.
Grippingly written and with fantastic photosfrom Dave's collection, this is an unputdownable real-
life adventure story.

From the AuthorDave Cornthwaite is an adventurer and public speaker. He runs the BoardFree
skate school and is a director of Rollsrolls, who manufactured Elsa, his trusty yellow longboard.
He is currently training for a new challenge, "BounceFree." --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDave Cornthwaite is an adventurer and public speaker.
He runs the BoardFree skate school and is a director of Rollsrolls, who manufactured Elsa, his
trusty yellow longboard. He is currently training for a new challenge, "BounceFree." --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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More great titles from Porticotap to read moreIn 2006, David Cornthwaite stepped onto his trusty
longboard, Elsa, and began the ride of his life.Some said he was crazy, that he would burn alive
under the unforgiving Australian sun or be reduced to a red smear on the ground by a
gargantuan road-train; many others cheered him on and threw money at him as they drove by. In
skating from Perth to Brisbane – a distance of 5823km – Dave, 'The Mad Pom', unwittingly
became a celebrity, and in the process earned thousands for charity and had himself a
spectacular adventure. It's not as though he was entirely unexperienced, mind; he had just
skated from John O'Groats to Lands End by way of a warm up.This is the story of the blisters
and the blood, the beyond-limits endurance, the heartache and conflict, the beautiful and
terrifying sights, and the miles of lonely road that led Dave and the BoardFree team to success
on the far side of Australia.Dave's efforts, which helped improve the lives of thousands of
children who benefitted from BoardFree's charitable donations and inspired others to take up
their own boarding challenges, earned him a place in the Guinness Book of World Records,
twice over. And he learned a little bit more about what it means to really live, too."Your journey is
truly inspiring.I will never complain about my legs being tired again" – Tony HawkBoardFreeThe
Story of an Incredible SkateboardJourney across AustraliaDave CornthwaiteContents1. A Letter:
4 August 20062. That Morning: Part One: Mid-April 20053. Rewind Three Weeks: Mid- – Late
March 20054. That Morning: Part Two: Mid-April 20055. Losing Russia: Early May 20056.
Finding Australia: Late May 20057. June 20058. Quitting the Job: Mid-July 20059. Summer Into
Spring: July – December 200510. Kate: December 200511. Approaching Scotland: Jan – April
200612. The Last Week: Late April 200613. BFUK: 30 April – 2 June 200614. In Between The
Journeys: June – August 200615. Here We Go: August 200616. The Great Eastern Highway: 24
August – 9 September 200617. The Nullarbor Plain:11 – 29 September 200618. To Adelaide: 29
September – 27 October 200619. Tension: 27 October – 16 November 200620. Gippsland: 17
November – 28 November 200621. 60 a day: 29 November – 16 December 200622. The Final
Stretch: 17 December – 22 January 200723. The AftermathAcknowledgementsFor Pauline,
Peter and Andy Cornthwaite, whose unwavering support made the difficult times just that little bit
easier. And for Kate, who despite everything stuck by me to the bitter end.1A Letter4 August
2006Hilarious man,You have no idea what you are getting yourself into. And neither do any of
the people spurring you on in this message board. My recommendation is bring a lot of hard
core sunscreen bro you’ll bloody need it. I’ll be amazed if you make it through one full day
without collapsing from exposure to the sun let alone get across the country. Half the Brits that
turn up on on Bondi beach keel over after a day in the sun. To think that you can brave one of the
harshest environments on the planet for the length of time you are planning with that pastey skin
of yours is just laughable.To give you an idea of what you are in for . . .In the day time think Death
Valley, Think Sahara. At night think snakes, goannas, poisonous spiders and scorpions crawling
into your shoes and sleeping bag for warmth. And that’s without mentioning speed crazed



truckies driving by in giant articulated road trains full of cattle tossing up massive clouds of
choking bull dust in their wake and that’s just if it doesn’t hit you. You will know what I mean when
you see how one of those trucks can reduce a 7 foot red Kangaroo to a 30 foot long red smear in
about a tenth of a second. They have a stopping distance of a half kilometre once they are up to
speed and you don’t wanna get in the way of one.You had better get some all terrain wheels for
that board too cos the road across the Nullarbor (which means no trees hence no shade by the
way) isn’t some rural English back road where the biggest obstacle is a cow pat. Those hard
urathane wheels won’t cut it unless you want to be the first person to carry a skateboard across
Australia.Oh and by the way it is dead flat and straight for hundreds and hundreds of kilometres
so I hope you have been working out hard on your pushing leg.My mates and I are taking bets
on what day you will end up in hospital from dehydration, sunstroke or third degree sunburn. I am
finding it hard to get someone to take anything beyond day 4 in the pool. Right now you probably
think I am a wanker but in reality I am trying to save your life.Good luck mateYou’ll need it.Steve
FurnessThat’s the thing about Australians. They can shatter your hopes and dreams in an
instant, but are still friendly enough to call you ‘mate’ once they’re done. I stared at the screen for
a little while, double-checking everything just in case I’d missed the general gist of Mr Furness’s
argument. Then, deciding that yep, this chap wasn’t too keen on my little Australian plan, I took a
sip of water and realised just how much I was shaking.You see, this wasn’t the first message of
its kind that I’d received in the past year. I thought I’d got used to receiving them, but I hadn’t. I
probably never would. And perhaps it was time to accept that. But I was still trembling
nevertheless and no matter what I told myself the reason was plain and simple. Because it hurt. I
had dreamed a dream and I was pursuing it with plenty of gusto, but I didn’t need obstacles like
this. Little snipes from strangers. Verbal batterings from people around the world. I was trying to
do something good, for God’s sake, it wasn’t like I’d set up a website declaring war on babies.
But still they came, these messages, and this one cut deep. I’d never been to Australia before,
and Steve Furness obviously had because he’d called me mate, but that’s not the point. The
point is, I’d never been to Oz, he had, and he was telling me that with all his knowledge of that
vast, red, empty country, he wouldn’t do what I was about to attempt. Which was, in short, a
journey across Australia, on a skateboard. I shut my computer down, pondering the situation.
Was this guy for real? Did he know something I didn’t? Was he trying to save my life? Or, as he’d
laid the option open to me, was he just a wanker? I picked up my board, Elsa, and decided that
yes, he was a wanker. And no, he wasn’t going to stop me. And that in his own little way he’d just
made me more determined, which was a dangerous way to dissuade me from doing anything in
the first place.And then I went for a skate, because I was in training. And in nine days I was flying
to Perth, Western Australia, because that was where my journey was starting. And I’d booked my
tickets already, so even though Steve Furness had just scared the crap out of me I had to go. It
was too late now. There was no backing out. So thanks for everything Steve, see you on the
other side.2That Morning: Part OneMid-April 2005I woke to a deep rumbling that shook my
pillow to its core. There was a degree of pressure on my forehead, not quite enough to force me



downwards but enough to warrant some concern. So I opened my eyes to find out just what was
happening, and there was the unmistakable shape of a cat’s head obscuring my vision. ‘Morning
Kiwa,’ I said, trying to feign sprightliness, because she’s not happy when I’m grumpy.My father’s
parents spent much of the sixties in East Africa. My dad was born in Tanzania and his sister
schooled in Kenya, but without question the Cornthwaite’s African legacy was to emerge through
an unlikely lineage, cats. Almost every cat to have graced the doormat of a Cornthwaite home
since the Amin era was given multiple Swahili names. The first was always Paka, which means,
simply, ‘cat’. Paka was always followed by something descriptive, like kidogo, describing the
starting shape of my parents’ cat, which was always rather small. Ironically, Paka Kidogo is now
the prodigious holder of the title ‘UK’s fattest domestic cat’, even though my mum insists it’s on
an eternal diet. My dad’s sister, Auntie Ann, felt it necessary to label her new kitten Paka
Mukubwa, which in simple terms means ‘large cat’. I never liked the thing, and that says a lot as I
will always be a cat person, but it spent much of its time brooding beneath a stool or coffee table
and you only realised it was there once you had prised two paws-full of extended claws out of
your bleeding ankle.Sometime in Spring 2004 I was finally handed the chance to add my own
touch of novelty to the Cornthwaite’s feline Swahili-naming tradition. I was working when the
phone rang. It was Emily, my girlfriend’s sister’s partner. Long story.‘Dave,’ said Emily sternly, ‘do
you want a cat?’‘Ummm, I’m not sure,’ I answered glumly. I was struggling with the idea of
gathering commitments; I was 24 years old and already had a house, a job and a long-term
girlfriend. A cat would seal the deal and ensure that my youth was over. But I loved cats, and I
couldn’t resist, so I pushed my twenties aside and went for the kitten. ‘I’ll need to talk to Nat first,
bring it over tonight and we’ll see how it goes.’When I got home Emily was on the sofa and
Natalie clutched at four large paws. I poked around in her hands, trying to find out whether there
was a kitten in there somewhere, and when I found it I lifted it up and my heart melted. This dark
tortoiseshell, crying in high-pitched tweets, the largest paws you will ever see on a young cat. I
was in love. ‘You’re not going anywhere, are you?’ I said, without discussing anything with Nat.
‘So what are we going to call you? Em, where did you find her?’The tale of a house full of drug
dealers unravelled and how they had left their house in Penlan under mysterious circumstances.
A neighbour had peered over the fence and seen a small shape cowering in the long grass. A
kitten! A call was placed, and then another, and the story ends here.For the kitten had found a
home, and it was to be named Kiwa, for Kiwa means ‘abandoned’ in the ancient language of
Swahili.* * *Now, I was saying earlier that Kiwa had just woken me up by tapping my head. She
customarily did this every morning because, I cynically assumed, she wanted feeding. But she
did it so gently, so softly, as though she didn’t want me to believe that food was the reason
behind all of her show of affection. She actually loved me, and that I fed her was a pure, blissful
bonus. This morning, however, seemed different. Her wide green eyes were burning into me,
questioning with some urgency what we were doing here, again, another early morning in a
lifetime of early mornings. At least, that’s what I took from her stare.‘How you doing, girl?’ I asked
her.She purred.‘Forty-five minutes until I have to be in work. Reckon I can make it?’She



purred.‘Why am I doing this Keys? I don’t even want to go to work. I don’t even like work.’She
purred.‘Look at you. You’re what, two years old? You’re never going to work, how’s that fair? And
you’re perfectly happy with life aren’t you, Kiwa? Tapping my head in the morning, getting fed.
Curling up in a ball until I come home and feed you again. You lie on my bed all day, don’t you?
What a life.’Kiwa cocked her head a little, pretending in her little cat way to hear something far
away so she didn’t have to listen to me anymore. By now she was sat neatly on my chest. She
was always a very neat cat, paws all in order, side by side and not a millimetre out of place. She
stared at me. Purring.‘But seriously Kiwa, if you don’t have to go work, why should I?
Seriously!’She looked at me, alarmed that I was raising my voice. I felt sheepish after that, and
just before I turned over and pushed my way to the side of the mattress I said one last thing to
her, because I knew that as soon as I made my move she would be down the stairs and by the
food bowl quicker than I could say . . .‘This sucks, doesn’t it?’And she nodded. I swear she
nodded.3Rewind Three WeeksMid- to Late March 2005Nat and I met in the first week of July
2002. I had begun what was to be an eighteen-month full-time post as editor of Swansea
University’s student newspaper, and she was a sabbatical officer for the Students’ Union. At the
end of that first week we had staff drinks. By the following Wednesday we were living together as
a couple. Time went on and eventually our posts at the Union ran out. Nat and I moved from her
place to mine, we began new jobs, we began to see less and less of each other. We were in our
early twenties and lived like a married couple; a warm body nearby at night-time seemed to be
just the trick. I loved her, she loved me, we loved what we had together but we didn’t love where
we were heading. We were young, changing, growing apart and avoiding the issue through pure
comfort.Facing up to reality wasn’t easy. For three years Nat and I had shared each other’s souls
and I loved her desperately, but I wasn’t happy. I knew she wasn’t either but we never talked
about it. We both knew that chat we needed to have would be the end of things – an agreement
that yes we love each other, yes, we’d love it to work but no, it can’t go on anymore. Mutual
respect means saying goodbye and going our separate ways.I found myself thinking, is this it?
Do we continue to tiptoe around the subject in a hope that things would ignite again? I was
scared. Everything in my life was about chasing an objective, making things work. Except at
home. I didn’t have the guts to deal with that.One last throw of the dice. Come on holiday with my
family, I ask her, hoping a week in the mountains would make our lives less stagnant and put
things in perspective. She agrees. We buy heavy padded coats and gloves. I buy a beanie hat
with a fluffy beaver’s head sticking out of it. Let’s go and play in the snow.* * *I sit on a flimsy
plastic chair in Grenoble Airport. Milling around is an eclectic group with whom we had shared a
chalet. Nat walks around a shop looking at cheap trinkets and souvenirs; she’d had a good time
but preferred the après-ski to the ski. I was the opposite. Feet anchored to a snowboard, I had
spent the week flat on my back, neck-deep in snow and failing miserably in a quest to be good at
a sport I really enjoyed. Seven years had passed since my last stint on a snowboard. I hadn’t
retained much skill in that time and now, heading home, I had a very real pang of
disappointment. I’ve never liked to waste time and I was suffering from the unquestionable reality



that the last week had been bloody brilliant and now it was over. I live in Swansea, South Wales.
There is no snow in Swansea, there’s not even a dry ski slope. Which means no snowboarding.
Which means despite the obvious benefits of a holiday filled with fresh air and exercise I had just
wasted a week.I loved snowboarding, it was liberating and difficult and fast and every run left me
full of hope, so the last thing I wanted was to return to the mountains next year having to spend
yet another week as a beginner, wasting six days and several hundred pounds into the bargain. I
started to wonder exactly how I could refine my snowboarding skills at home. Maybe surfing is
the answer; God knows I need something new in my life. I stare around the airport at the array of
faces. For some a holiday is ending, for others one is just beginning. For me, what is there to
look forward to? My job is monotonous and deadended; my relationship with Nat wasn’t exactly
seaworthy. Great holiday. Let’s go home.My brother hands me an open magazine stuffed with
articles about gadgets, an advert grabs my attention: Tierney Rides T-Board: A longboard that
rides like a snowboard, but on tarmac. There is a picture of a green skateboard but it doesn’t
look like a skateboard. It’s longer, and it only has two wheels. Big wheels, about the size of a fist,
one at the front and one at the back. We’re called to the gate and as we shuffle through customs
I make a pact with myself: I’m going to get a T-Board.Two days later. Back in the office. I stare at
the Tierney Rides website, looking in amazement at videos of people carving down roads;
tarmac pistes! How the hell had I missed this? Snowboarding on roads! The T-Board was £150,
just about affordable, but I had other ideas. Part of my job was to compile, edit and design a
newspaper called HadOne, which featured discount vouchers to be claimed in local shops and
bars as well as feature content aimed at Swansea’s youth, anyone from 13 to 35. Just what the
paper needed, I proposed to myself – as I was, in fact, the editorial board – was a fortnightly
section about extreme and alternative sports. I wrote to Tierney Rides, promising a full-page
review in exchange for two boards, one to test and one to give away, and they replied before the
day was out. Yes, they said, we accept your proposal.* * *Sunday morning. We returned from the
snowboarding holiday one week ago. Nat is in town, the library or something. Lunch with a
friend. Or something. I sit in the study; wooden floorboards and giant beanbags. I play a
computer game, I fiddle with a website. I hear the front door open and shut, footsteps gently on
the stairs. They sound different. Something is different.I love her. She pushes upon the door.I
love her.‘We need to talk,’ she says.I love her. I’m shaking.She stares at the floor.I stare at her.
Numb.She sits.‘I’m leaving you. We have to split up.’I stare at her, my head tumbling with
emotion.Kiwa walks in. ‘What about this one?’ I ask.‘She should stay here,’ Nat says.We hug. I
feel the love draining out of us.She stands and walks to the door.I stare at her.She doesn’t look
back.I hear the front door open and shut.She’s gone.* * *Tuesday afternoon. A van pulls into a
lay-by on the street below. Two heads peer through an oval window three floors above. One is
mine; the other belongs to Neil, a friend and colleague. Neil and I have been waiting for this van
and its contents every day for a week. Eleven days earlier I had read about the T-Board in
Grenoble Airport and now I was preparing to sign for one. The deliveryman lugs out a package, it
is actually longboard-shaped, wheels and everything. Neil and I get very excited.We sit on the



sofas in the foyer. I tentatively unwrap the board and then set it down on the carpet. I’ve never
ridden any type of skateboard before and this T-Board, with its two parallel wheels, looks
daunting. I have no idea what to do with it so I just look, touch, hold it. Spin its wheels. Little did I
know it, but that board was going to change my life.I cycle home with the board under my arm.
Don a t-shirt, three-quarterlength trousers, socks, trainers and head out the door. At the bottom
of my street there is a construction site where the old marina is being reinvigorated. It’s relatively
flat but there are a couple of sloping roads and I pause at the top of one of these, board at my
feet, pulse racing. The T-Board’s two-wheel setup means it behaves somewhat like a bicycle,
gaining stability as it gains speed. But speed wasn’t something I was overly keen to discover on
this first run; I just wanted a sign that I could ride the thing. With my right foot on the ground, just
level with the centre of the board, I positioned my left at the front of the deck, directly over the
front wheel but with my foot at a right angle across the board. It felt like the most unnatural thing
in the world but I went with common sense and tried to keep my weight as central as possible.
Then a final glance to check no one was around – this first run wasn’t for anyone’s eyes but mine
– and I pushed off, lifting my pushing foot to the back of the deck, struggling to maintain balance
as the board and I picked up speed, rolling downhill for all of ten seconds before the road bent
gently to the left and levelled out. Thirty metres down the road I ran off the board, whooping with
joy. My first ever hill, and no broken teeth. And then I swept up my board and ran to the top of the
hill and did it again and again and again.The next morning I skated to work, stumbling a few
times, landing on my backside once when I misjudged the size of a stone. For five years I had
been walking and cycling these boring, average streets and now, in one fell swoop, they had
turned into a wonderland. Every pavement and curb was a roller coaster, every small hill a
challenge, every lamppost an obstacle to carve around. A place I thought I knew so well was
now full of fresh possibility and opportunity. My perspective had changed in an instant and I gave
my board a name to reflect this. I searched for a Swahili word that would do the board proud, and
decided to christen my T-Board Uhuru, which means ‘freedom’.The next issue of HadOne
featured a double-page spread on the T-Board. Written with beginners in mind, through the eyes
of a beginner, the article was well-received. A lady from the Gower Peninsula sent an email
saying how much she had enjoyed the article and how keen she was to have a go on the T-
Board. Another email, this time from a surfer, read: ‘Dear Dave, I enjoyed the article. Will you be
featuring more longboards in the future?’I leant back in my chair considering the question. The
whole process had seemed so easy. Tierney Rides had given me a board, why wouldn’t other
companies? Do I really want to start focusing on longboards every issue? It was a silly question,
of course I do. This newspaper is just about the only thing that keeps me happy in this job so let’s
make it enjoyable, let’s have a longboarding section.I start to research the sport. Websites and
forums full of longboard reviews, videos and pictures. I write to manufacturers and distributors,
getting dragged into this new world full of words like carve and flow and stoke. There is nothing
aggressive about this sport, it seems like everyone involved is cool and at ease with life. And
although the ‘cool’ was still a bit beyond me, I was feeling energised by the enthusiasm that



came with longboarding and its community. I wanted to be a part of it. I was ready to be a part of
it.4That Morning: Part TwoMid-April 2005In the space of two weeks I had lost a partner and
gained a hobby. I’d never go quite as far as to say I’d directly replaced Nat with a longboard, but I
suppose, in a way, I had. Even in my condition of mild, convenient depression I could see that we
weren’t in an ideal state. I had gone to great lengths not to rock the boat where Nat was
concerned and my complete lack of willingness to deal with the situation had effectively numbed
me from everyday life. I was going through the motions, digging myself deeper and deeper into
what I defined as a quarter-life crisis, but I knew my existence was drifting ever closer to the
coastline of worthlessness. I was sick of myself.I had held out my hand and counted my
commitments, the things that anchored me to this deplorable position. Job. Girlfriend. House.
Cat. Everything else was give and take, but these things formed a security blanket, a bubble,
and to some extent a ball and chain. Thank God Natalie left me: not only did it free up one of my
fingers, it made me realise that I probably shouldn’t be seeing a woman who had bigger balls
than me anyway. But I still had a Job. A House. A Cat.Now, I don’t want anybody to think I’m
being ungrateful. I’m not, I’m really not, but this is how I was thinking about things. For some
reason I just wasn’t happy at work. I had a lovely little terraced house which was more than most
people had when they were 25, but it wasn’t anything without a mortgage and Uncle Halifax
made sure he paid my bank account a visit every month. And then the Cat. Kiwa. I love the little
ball of fluff, but if I go away I have to find someone to feed her, and I need to pay for that food,
and the vet’s bills. At least she was a cat, a nice, independent, occasionally aloof cat. And
speaking of cats, I was telling you about the time when Kiwa nodded at me . . .* * *She was still
there, paws together, perched upon my chest, staring intently. Just me and her in the house,
broken gas timer clicking away like clockwork downstairs, a whistle of water through next door’s
pipes, swooshing eerily behind my wall. I was unhappy. Twenty-five years old and unhappy. It’s
just not right. I needed something to aim for, a chink of light at the end of it all, not just this end-of-
month paper chase which was going to be spent and saved in unequal measure. So, I settled on
logic to get me out of this mess. Forty minutes until work, let’s think quickly. Kiwa helped me
here, I imagined, and the questions she asked me are below, as the questions I wanted her to
ask me, if you see what I mean.‘What do you really want to do, Dave? If designing papers and
websites isn’t enough, what is?’‘I want to travel. I’ve wanted to for a while. But with a difference.
No more random backpacking, done that already. Travel with a difference. Maybe a job abroad?
Maybe a journey with a purpose?’‘OK, good.’ Kiwa continued to stare, and I convinced myself
her eyes were wide with bemusement at the fact that for the first time in her short life, she was
speaking English out loud. She continued, in her silent, purry way, ‘So let’s find a purpose. What
do you want to do, what do you enjoy?’‘Err, well . . . I like longboarding,’ I said, and my heart
started to beat faster. ‘I really do like longboarding, I’m looking forward to the skate to work today,
and the skate home, just not the bit in between.’A surge of excitement bolted through me. My cat
had asked me two very basic questions and I’d answered them with complete honestly. That’s
the benefit of talking about deep things with your pet, you can tell the truth without the weight of



the world on your shoulders. I’d answered Kiwa’s two questions and that was enough. I was
going to put the two of them together, and I knew what was coming. I’d been single for less than
a month and from that desperate, mournful position of having nowhere to go and no plan of
attack, an idea was forming that was so completely ridiculous and brilliant at the same time that
it had me gasping for air. And what’s more, it had taken barely a minute’s conversation with my
cat, with a cat! Kiwa stared at me with concern, wondering why I was smiling so much, why I was
breathing so heavily.‘What’s wrong with you?’ she asked, and I replied out loud, beaming.‘I’m
going to go on a journey, on my board. I’m going to skate a really long way.’I was out of bed in a
flash and down the corridor into the study, where the wooden floorboards were always chilly in
the morning. I hopped around a bit until I found my slippers in the corner, then unfurled my world
map, laid it down on the desk, straightened it out, shivered, and looked at the world. My oyster. I
can skate to work and then beyond. But where to? An imaginary line drew itself instantly. It
started in Swansea, at home, here. Then went east. All the way to London. Not far enough.
Carried on, across the Channel. Lille, not far enough. Brussells, not far enough. More, more! The
line continued, appearing faster and faster, straight across Germany, into the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, perhaps Poland. Then the Ukraine. Where the hell was I skating to? Into Russia.
Ooooh, Russia. And I moved north a little and stopped on Moscow, and in an instant decided
that no, Moscow wasn’t the place to be, so my finger moved on and continued east as far as it
could go until it hit water, and this little section from Moscow to the east coast took a fair bit of
time, as you can imagine. And then I hunted for a major city where I could finish up, because
after all of that time I’d want to treat myself to all the things a major city could offer, like showers,
and I traced south down the coast, traced the border with North Korea but never went over it,
they’ve got enough problems without me skating around. And I dabbed my finger at Beijing, then
stopped looking, because inexplicably it felt right. Swansea to Beijing, a distance of 12,000 miles
or so.Then I folded up the map, popped it back on the shelf and did what I usually did on a
workday morning. Only this time, as I skated the two miles to work I had something to skate for.
To be excited about. To aim for. To live for. A journey on my board. I had purpose, and it felt
brilliant.* * *I wasn’t sure what to do with myself that morning. I wasn’t about to rush into things
and start telling people about it, but the planning phase had started already. What kind of
rucksack would I have? I asked myself as I turned my computer on. How long could I honestly
take to do this? How far would it be exactly? Has anyone done anything like this before? Would
my journey be a world record? What board would I ride on? The questions flooded in and I
grinned as Neil came in.‘What’s up, mate?’ he asked, customarily.‘Same old, same old,’ I said,
lying like a dog.5Losing RussiaEarly May 2005I’d only been skating for fifteen days but that
didn’t matter. The enormity of the challenge I’d just set myself didn’t really occur to me, the fact
that it was such a long way was part of the appeal. To succeed in this was going to mean
determination, dedication and passion, and passion was precisely what I needed in my life. I
wasn’t about to shrug off a challenge just because it was going to be difficult. This journey, this
idea, was a turning point I was going to take at very high speed. I’d been on the straight and



narrow for far too long and it was time for a change.Bursting at the seams, I was dying to tell
people about my idea, but first I wanted to make sure I knew what I was doing. I had a suspicion
that undertaking a long-distance skateboard journey would almost certainly mean giving up my
job, so I needed a very solid base from which to launch this project. I didn’t just want to flunk off
and become a skateboarding gypsy, I wanted to achieve and create something worthwhile. A
grotty backpack and a spare pair of socks wasn’t going to cut it and very quickly I realised that
the logistical side of the journey would create a new world I could dive headfirst into, so I laid the
groundwork with one, simple aim. Lying in bed that morning with Kiwa I had said out loud,
‘journey with a purpose’, and by that I had meant more than just a journey on an unusual form of
transport. This trip was going to be enormous, a very long way, and I thought that it might attract
some attention. But what would I need attention for unless I had somewhere to direct it? It was
instantly clichéd, but charity was the answer. For years I had been involved with charity projects,
often unusual ones, and this was going to be no different. A long-distance skateboard journey for
charity. Now we have an idea.* * *During my second year at university I managed to get involved
with a fundraising event called the Morocco Hitch, an annual hitchhike between the UK and
Morocco carried out by hundreds of students every Easter, each raising at least £200 for the
event’s organisers, Link Community Development. Link’s main work is carried out in South
Africa, Ghana and Uganda, where they work with local communities to improve education
systems, focusing on implementing sustainable leadership and teaching skills. The proceeds
from the Morocco Hitch made a big different to Link’s work in the Sub-Sahara, and the event
itself sounded ingenious.A few weeks after signing up for the Hitch I walked onto the road
leading out of Swansea, stuck my thumb in the air and travelled to North Africa in little more than
five days, on a budget of barely five quid. This, I told myself, was something every student
should do before they leave university. So I wrote to Bobby Russell, Link’s Events Officer, and
offered my services as a Morocco Hitch Rep for Swansea University. I got the gig and remained
in charge of the Hitch until my final year at university, having encouraged over one hundred and
fifty students to descend, thumbs aloft, upon Morocco. I wouldn’t have been involved with the
Hitch had I not believed in Link Community Development’s work and they were a natural choice
to be the first charity to benefit from my upcoming skateboard journey. Link’s current Events
Officer was Helen Thomas, who I’d worked with during my final two seasons as Hitch rep, and I
dropped her a line to let her know about my plans. She responded immediately: ‘Wow! What can
I say? It sounds amazing, crazy and hilarious! Obviously from our point of view we’d love it,
thanks so much for offering to include us in this.’* * *I had never travelled in Asia and was
uncomfortably aware that the route I had chosen had been selected at random with no
forethought or planning. God, I didn’t even know whether there were roads all the way across
Russia! Who the hell was I going to ask about that? I typed off some emails to the British
embassies in Moscow and St Petersburg, explaining my plans and asking for advice, signing off
with a sincere question: ‘Would the British Embassy in Moscow recommend that I embark on
this journey through the Russian Federation?’I continued to write about longboarding in HadOne



and used the paper’s section to guide my decisions about a title for the project. I knew
something was going to hit me right between the eyes but again my impatience had me thinking
too hard, so I went back to basics as I had done on that first morning with Kiwa. Let’s put
everything on the table; it’s a journey on a board. What do I want to achieve with this journey? I
want to raise funds and awareness for charity. Fine, what else? I’d like to encourage people to do
what I’m doing, get into board sports, break the mould, take a risk, live the dream. All right, so it
could be some kind of initiative. What’s the personal incentive behind this? In a nutshell, I want
freedom.And again, in a few simple steps, the old back-to-basics technique had got the job
done. In essence, this journey was all about freedom. My own, but also the potential it had to
inspire others to achieve their own freedom. To create freedom for the children and adults
supported by Link Community Development and any other charities that the project helped. The
freedom was all down to my new love, the board.I ran my next longboarding article under the
heading which was to become the hallmark of my journey, a new word, a brand even, that I
hoped would become recognised far and wide as news of my long-distance skate spread. The
section was called ‘BoardFree’, and ran with the endlessly cheesy by-line, ‘Board With Peace,
Ride With Soul’. I was really getting into this thing.* * *An email jumped into my inbox. It was from
the Consular Section in Moscow and didn’t carry good news. I got the impression several
eyebrows had been raised at my email, and the response outlined the difficulty of getting private
visas for anything more than three months. I’d need a lot longer than that to skate across the
Russian Federation, but as there are always ways to get around visas that didn’t put me off.
Neither did the cursory warnings about safety:I am afraid it would be difficult to give a
straightforward reply re: safety of travelling on a skateboard through Russia. Most of the Russian
territory is considered safe for travelling but you never know what might happen, since it’s a vast
territory. A foreigner travelling on a skateboard through never-ending Russian valleys and
villages will definitely arouse interest and suspicion of local population (and militia, or Russian
police). Unfortunately, militia’s abuse of power has become a typical everyday practice in Russia,
foreign tourists being their common target. One thing is definite: it will be safer to travel
accompanied by a group (not alone), it is always safer to travel with other people.Despite this, I
knew that logistically there were more pressing issues to worry about than over-perky local
militia. Travelling on a longboard meant I was largely dependent on road quality, and when the
email outlined the wide-scale dearth of funding for road maintenance and the sheer lack of
sealed roads in desolate areas, especially Siberia, my heart dropped like a stone. Swansea to
Beijing was in real jeopardy. My pride deflated like a cheap balloon and I went out for a skate,
telling myself that this wasn’t the end of the world. There were other countries, new roads to
travel along.6Finding AustraliaLate May 2005On the outskirts of Winchester, deep in the pristine
old stone suburbia nestled at the very end of a narrow lane in St Cross, a little house named
Brookside backs onto a river lined with water meadows and old, sagging trees. This house and
its beautifully tended garden is, without question, my favourite place in the UK, yet strangely I
haven’t spent much time here. This is my third visit, and I’m here because it is the home of Alice,



one of my first true friends.Alice and I met on 18 January 1999, in the departure lounge at
Heathrow Airport. Eighteen months before that I had been suffering from a fairly large lack of self-
confidence brought on by an unhappy period at school, and had decided I needed a change. For
all my youthful naivety I knew at least one thing, that I was too young to decide what university
course I wanted to apply for and rather than make a snap decision to get the careers adviser off
my back I was going to do the right thing by me. Which was, I felt, to do something that was
going to give me a good hard lesson in life. I needed to grow up and it wasn’t a career path that
was going to help me out, it was travel. So I opted to take a gap year teaching in Uganda, East
Africa. Having heard enough about the place from my father and grandfather – who had both
lived there before Idi Amin’s true infamy took hold – it was time to see it for myself.So, there I was
in Heathrow Airport, early 1999, my mother asking me whether I needed some condoms from
the pharmacy. ‘You never know when they might be useful, darling,’ she added caringly, waving a
pack of twenty above her head, which would have been fine had I been in the pharmacy with her.
But I wasn’t. I was twenty metres away, saying my first hellos to some of the other teenagers with
whom I was to share the next six months in Africa. Complete and utter shame doesn’t come
close, but my fellow gappers accepted me into the fold despite awkward glances at my excited
mother and my newly crew-cutted head, which had gained a new style days earlier when I
thought I’d do a DIY job and take all the hair off because, well you know, it’s hot in Africa. Alice
was among that first group, and during early conversations on the flight to Nairobi and during our
orientation beside the idyllic Lake Naivasha in the Great Rift Valley, it so turned out we were to
be living in the same area in eastern Uganda, our respective schools separated by a five-minute
walk through the bush. I lived in a four-room concrete block with a soon-to-be-medicalstudent
named Tom, and Alice shared her equally squalid house with Luisa, who was obsessed with
monkeys, and the four of us made ourselves at home and quickly became friends, eating
together each evening and clinking copious bottles of Nile Special at the Nabweyo trading post
not far down the main road towards Mbale.One year on from that first stint in East Africa I again
found myself travelling in Uganda, a little more grown up and this time with plenty more hair, and
I laid the foundations for a two-week holiday for Alice and her family, who had decided that the
Pearl of Africa would be a great place for a fortnight of adventuring. Later I was invited to their
home near Winchester for some style of drunken event and I fell in love with the place; travel
books lining bookshelves on all corners, the peaceful rush of water from the bottom of the
garden, photos on the toilet wall showing a family who found much pleasure in their
globetrotting. There were kindred spirits here, and it felt like home.May 2005 came round, Alice
had organised a fundraiser for the Hikkaduwa Aid Information Centre, which her brother Jack
had set up in Sri Lanka after the 2004 Tsunami, and as usual she was rushing around Brookside
making sure everyone felt at home, at the same time as worrying about getting everything ready
on time. I leant against the doorway to her bedroom as Alice had her hair moulded into some
extreme shape by Kara, a university friend of Al’s who had coincidentally followed us to Uganda
on the same gap year scheme, only a few months later.‘So what’s new Dave?’ she asked.‘You’re



going to like the news this time.’ I grinned. ‘I’ve decided to travel a long way on a
skateboard.’Kara looked at me sideways for a moment as though I didn’t have a head, and Alice
giggled before saying, ‘For some reason, and I don’t know why because it sounds ridiculous, but
I’m just not surprised.’ There was a little silence, and she thought aloud, ‘I didn’t even know you
could skateboard, and where are you going for this journey of yours?’‘Well I’ve only been skating
for a few weeks, and I was going to go from Swansea to Beijing, but that fell through so I’m still
looking for a route. Any ideas?’We all laughed for a bit after that, and came up with absolutely no
ideas at all, but once everyone’s hair had been meticulously tousled the subject of a long-
distance journey on a skateboard reverberated around the party all night. I started to become
restless: talking about a journey without a set destination was getting frustrating. The
disappointment of resigning the Swansea to Beijing challenge had now been replaced with the
excitement of possibility. I was eager to make an educated choice and start building a plan of
action.The next morning, head spinning from the night before, I took a break from the army-like
process of collecting empty bottles, cleaning up spilt food and marquee dismantling to spend a
few minutes with the travel books in the lounge. I pondered on a book about Canada for a while
but moved back along the shelf. A guide to Chile with a vibrant red cover was asking to be
picked up. I’d spent a good deal of time on a Chilean bus in 2000 and knew that the road
infrastructure was half decent, although the endless mounds of rocks and flowers at the
roadside were a poor advert for the quality of driving. I pulled the book from the shelf and
another book came out with it and dropped onto my foot. I put the Chile guide straight back onto
the shelf and picked up the book from the floor. I looked at the front, it was a slightly tatty Lonely
Planet Guide to Australia. I opened it up and beneath the inside sleeve was a two-page folding
map to the country.I had never been to Australia; I was fascinated by its size and diversity and
the undividable passion for his home that Steve Irwin had expressed during various TV
programmes, but still, I’d never seriously considered a visit because it was English-speaking and
well developed, not to mention bloody far away. I stared at the map, tracing a route with my
finger. When reading a book, if a born and bred Englishman, you start from the left and work
right. So I began on the west coast in the largest city there, which was in fact, the only city there,
Perth. It looked like there was a road leading east, although I wondered whether it could be a
train track, then plumped for luck and started dragging my finger across the desert, a terrifyingly
empty space named the Nullarbor Plain. It scared the shit out of me just reading those two
words, Nullarbor Plain, but my finger continued, reaching a place called Port Augusta. There, I
had a choice. It seemed sensible, if starting on the west coast, to go all the way to the east
coast, there would be a certain sense of satisfaction from crossing the entire width of the
country. But the major Australian cities all had a romantic feeling about them, Adelaide,
Melbourne, Sydney. I wanted to go through them all. So from Port Augusta my finger headed
south to Adelaide, and as Melbourne was a few hundred miles further on around the coast that’s
where my finger went, and on and on, hugging the coastline until it reached Sydney. And there I
paused, because Sydney is iconic, what a place to finish. And then, for reasons I would never



come to comprehend, I thought to myself, nah, that’s not far enough, and my finger cranked on
up the east coast to Brisbane, which was prodded happily with my chubby right index. I stared at
the map a little longer, retracing the route with my eyes, and then, whisking from Perth to
Brisbane and then into the centre of the map where the word AUSTRALIA sat large and proud, I
shrugged my shoulders and said out loud, ‘Perth to Brisbane on a skateboard, that’ll do.’ The
book went back on the shelf and I went back outside to help with the clear-up.‘I’m going to skate
across Australia,’ I said to Alice matter-of-factly.‘It’s a beautiful country,’ she said, her head in a
bin bag.And then she looked at me, thoughtfully.‘It’s a very big country too, Dave,’ she said, ‘you
know that, don’t you?’I put on a thoughtful face, nodding at the same time.‘Yep, I know, but it’s
not Wales to China, is it.’And she agreed with me. Australia it is, then.7JuneJune 2005During the
week Neil and I would take our lunch breaks in the canteen and discuss how I was going to keep
my longboarding plans a secret from the managers at work. ‘I need the money, mate,’ I told him.
‘I’ll work for as long as I can before heading off.’‘But they’re going to find out at some point, mate,’
Neil said.‘I know, I just have to work out the best way to tell them.’Almost as quickly as I’d
decided to raise funds and awareness for Link Community Development, I’d made a decision to
support another charity. I wrote to my cousin Kate, who had lived and worked in Sydney for
several years and was the only person I knew in Australia. ‘Cuz’, I wrote, ‘I want BoardFree
Australia to have a local benefit, do you know of any Aussie charities that would benefit from the
media coverage and a few thousand extra dollars?’ She had no doubts at all about promoting a
charity to me. ‘I’m a volunteer for a charity called Sailability,’ she told me, explaining that the
charity was based in clubs all around Australia and gave people with mental and physical
disabilities the opportunity to sail. ‘It’s not just about giving our members the chance to take part
in sport,’ she continued, ‘they sail side by side with able-bodied people, which creates a mutual
respect that breaks down the simple fact that disability exists. Sailability provides an education
to everyone involved, we’d love you to support us.’ I researched Sailability’s work for a couple of
days, noting that most of their clubs sat around the south coast, very much along the route I was
planning to skate, and then replied to my cousin, confirming BoardFree’s support of
Sailability.Meanwhile, my search for the right board to travel on was in full flow as I put Google
through its paces. Not many stood out from the pack but I started to gain an idea of which factors
would make an ideal long-distance companion. I needed something light yet strong, incredibly
well-built and engineered to incorporate a lower than average deck. Most boards sit fairly high,
usually on a par with or even above the top of the wheels, but on these the standing leg would
be bent at the knee and pushing effectively over a lengthy period would become tiresome, not to
mention painful. Wheels also had to be a big consideration; I was going to be spending an awful
lot of time pushing through remote areas where, I supposed, there wouldn’t be regular road
maintenance. The smaller the wheel the harder each push would be, so I was aiming big.There
was one website I kept going back to, one board that was always on my mind. It was called a
rollsrolls. Not only were they manufactured in Germany, they stood out from other boards for a
number of reasons, but the first, most noticeable difference was right there on the front page of .



There was an image of three men pushing hard down a suburban road, legs raised mid-stride
with traffic overtaking up close, and the men were riding these bizarre-looking bright yellow
boards which had what looked like mudguards, I was enraptured. It wasn’t the best photo in the
world but it meant something to me. Above the image were the words, ‘Two world records in
Summer 2003’, and underneath the image read, ‘3,000 miles across the USA. 4 riders on
rollsrolls boards . . .’Well, the first time I saw that I was blown away. These boards had been
ridden for hundreds of miles, they’d broken world records, and they had mudguards! I called Neil
up and asked him to come and take a look. ‘How cool for those guys to have their picture there
on the front of that website,’ I said as Neil peered over my shoulder. ‘What do you reckon mate?’
I asked him.‘Look a bit odd, don’t they,’ he said, and scurried back down the corridor before The
Boss got back from a fag break. I typed out a quick email to Peter Sanftenberg, the owner of
rollsrolls, and without mentioning my intentions to skate an awfully long way asked him kindly if I
could test out one of his boards. He wrote back that same afternoon, saying that there was a
rollsrolls board in London and he’d instruct for it to be sent over to me, immediately. I liked that
word, immediately. Very German, very efficient.Deep down inside I was pretty sure that I’d found
the right board, even before stepping onto one. But I wanted a second opinion, and who better to
give it than the men who had ridden the boards further than anyone else. I wrote to one of the
four Americans who had taken pride of place on the front of the rollsrolls website. Between them,
these four men had relayed across the United States in 2003, taking 21 days to cross from
Newport, Oregon to Williamsburg, Virginia. The journey had been carried out to raise the profile
of Lowe Syndrome, an incurable children’s disease that affects the brain, eyes, kidneys, bones
and muscles. The disease had taken the life of a fourteen-year-old boy named Jack Jr and
prompted by his son’s death, Jack Smith, having skated across America twice before, in 1976
and 1984, decided to retrace his skate tracks one last time. So he organised Skate Across
America: On Board for Lowe Syndrome, found three other riders to join him on the record-
breaking journey, and sure enough they crossed America in three weeks, a new record. I
emailed Jack, humbled by his achievement and not really expecting a reply, asking whether he
could recommend the rollsrolls board and offer any advice to someone planning a long-distance
skate journey.The next day I switched on my computer to find this message in my inbox:Dear
Dave,Your trek sounds like an amazing adventure. I’m sure you have researched road
conditions, what have you found? Do you have sponsors lined up? The rollsrolls is the only
board to use, nothing else comes close.Please feel free to contact me at anytime with questions,
I’ll be happy to help in anyway I can.All the best, JackI couldn’t believe it! Jack Smith, world
record-holding long-distance skateboarder, no, world record-holding long-distance
skateboarding legend, had written to me. Me! And he seemed to hold the rollsrolls in very high
regard. Well, if Jack was happy with it that was enough for me. And he had offered to help where
he could, so I typed out another email full of questions.Dear Jack,Many thanks for writing back. I
am working out my route across Australia, but in the meantime I want to get to grips with the
basic things, like how to train for such a journey, what kind of roads would be best to travel on



and how to keep the rollsrolls maintained during the trip. How long did you and the other guys
train for the SAA trip before you set off? And did you always have a support van alongside as
you went along, or did you carry everything between the four of you?I’d like to raise awareness
and funds for some charities. Your most recent journey across the US has inspired me to go for
this and I’d really like to support Lowe Syndrome. Would this be OK with you?Finally, for the time
being, after the 21 days across the States, do you think could you have gone much further?!Kind
regards, DaveIt was all getting rather exciting. Very soon I was expecting to take delivery of a
bright yellow carbon-fibre longboard with mudguards and I was swapping emails with a world
record-holder. This didn’t happen everyday! I’d also decided to support another charity, one
helping Lowe Syndrome, which made more sense to me than almost anything else I’d ever done.
This charity was inextricably linked to long-distance skateboarding and it was now my turn to
carry the baton, what a privilege! Also, the selection of a third charity had settled me somewhat,
because three, I thought, was enough. After a morning’s research, I decided it would make
sense to support the UK-based Lowe Syndrome Trust, rather than the US-based Lowe
Syndrome Association, so I sent off an email to Lorraine Thomas, the Chair of the LST, to let her
know.Then, just as I had pressed Send, my computer beeped and another email jumped into my
inbox. It was from Jack Smith.Dear Dave,I changed wheels once, not from wear, but from lost
resiliency due to heat. Rode the same deck, trucks and bearings the whole way.The Australia
trek sounds great, I have actually thought about doing that myself. Would you mind if I joined you
for a section?As for benefiting the Lowe Syndrome Association, I would be honoured!All the
best, JackBlimey, I thought. Lucky that Jack was happy with my supporting Lowe Syndrome, if
he hadn’t been I would have had some explaining to do to Lorraine Thomas. But all is well – no,
better than well, because Jack wants to join me for a section of the journey. Amazing! Good
advice about the board parts, too. What a guy!* * *It was a Friday, always the best day of a
working week. The sun was shining brightly and Swansea basked in almost Mediterranean-like
warmth. That was the thing about Swansea, when the sun was out it was a beautiful city to be in.
People were smiling; the buildings looked less shabby, the saltiness of the sea filled the air and
seagull-calls echoed around town. I skated to work and propped my board up against the wall of
my office.‘Parcel for you, Dave. Looks like another longboard.’ Neil stood at the door, a familiar-
shaped box resting vertically in front of him. ‘Think this is the rollsrolls?’‘I think it is mate,’ I said,
wrestling it across the room, ‘this could be the one.’‘The one you do the journey on?’‘Maybe.’‘Got
to be honest mate, not sure you’re going to need mudguards in Australia. It doesn’t rain much
there.’‘They’re not really mudguards, doofus,’ I muttered despairingly, ‘they’re just risen wheel
wells, they need to be there because . . .’ but Neil was already halfway down the corridor; he
didn’t care quite as much as I did about the varying builds of longboards. Nonplussed, I tore
open the box and carefully raised the board away from its packaging. It was, as expected, the
rollsrolls. Bright yellow deck, large black wheels, the familiar woven greeny-yellow pattern of
carbon fibre on the underside. It was, by some distance, the strangest-looking longboard I had
ever seen. It was going to be at least two hours before I could take it outside, and, believe it or



not, there was work to be done. First though, I brought the board up to my eye level, took it all in,
spun a wheel and watched it rotate for all of two minutes. And then it struck me: this could be the
board, the very board that takes me across Australia. I had been pretty sure for a while that I’d
choose a rollsrolls, but it hadn’t quite occurred to me that the test board Peter Sanftenberg had
so efficiently sent over to me would be the board. So right there and then, even before I’d
stepped upon her, I decided that we were going to be spending so much time together that I
needed to give this very special board a name. It was different, majestic even, and it was
definitely, most certainly, female. A Swahili name didn’t come to mind immediately, but my
thoughts settled in Africa. Then I remembered the story of Born Free, of the Kenyan lioness and
her siblings who were rescued as orphans by the Adamsons. This board was about to embark
on quite a journey for BoardFree, and it seemed almost fitting to have a link to Born Free,
another, albeit somewhat different story of freedom. My decision was made. Lifting her up again,
I stroked a wheel well lovingly.‘I’m going to call you Elsa,’ I told her. ‘Are you ready for the journey
of a lifetime?’8Quitting the JobMid-July 2005I sat on my hands, kept my head down at work and
did my hours. I began to train twice daily, pushing Elsa along the six-mile cycle path that borders
the northern edges of Swansea Bay between the town and Mumbles. I’d wake at six, giving
myself plenty of time to throw on some clothes, grab my board and be back as soon after eight
as possible, in time to shower, eat and skate to work.When I wasn’t skating, I sat at my computer
in the evenings and started to build a website for BoardFree. I’d always found it relaxing creating
new designs, writing the copy and publishing the pages where the world could see them. But
this was a different process; there was some real content here. There were hundreds of things I
could put on this website: pictures, diaries, videos. At last, a real website! With a biro sticking out
of the corner of my mouth I started with the basics – a description of BoardFree and early plans
for the Australian journey. New ideas came along and BoardFree developed with this process,
but I was bound not to publish the site to the web until I had told the people at work that I was
undertaking this project. The larger the site became, the more I thought about quitting my job,
but I knew this journey was going to come with a big financial cost. BoardFree kept me going at
work, creating a light at the end of the tunnel. But as July wore on the desire to settle the
situation and make BoardFree official kept me up at night, I couldn’t keep this a secret any
longer.I probably wouldn’t have decided to skateboard a long way had I truly been happy in my
job. Let’s face it, if I had been satisfied designing newspapers that nobody reads I would have
continued to do so, smiling now and then at The Boss as he appeared in the doorway to check
what I was doing. More often than not there would be a website about longboards on the screen
when he came into the room, but sneakily I’d made a point in the last furniture reshuffle that my
screen could only be seen by me, not from the door, and certainly not by The Boss if he was
stood at the door. ‘I get better lighting on my desk if it’s this way,’ I had told him, and because I
was a designer he accepted that little bit of zen.But as time went on I realised that my heart
wasn’t in this place, in this job that was relatively menial and without realistic goals. I longed to
nurture my own ambition and make a break for it, because deep down I knew that although I was



a half-decent employee, I just wasn’t very good at working for somebody else. Now my escape
plan was forming I knew I was only here for the money, and that when I finally did leave it may
well be the last time I walk out of someone else’s door. So I pretended to like my job for as long
as I could, and then when I couldn’t do that anymore I called a meeting. It was time to tell them
about my plan.They came into my office and sat down. The Boss and his Sidekick. The ones
who made the decisions. At this point I was still unsure about saying goodbye to a regular wage
and wasn’t overly keen on eating into my savings, so I had formulated a cunning plan. I would
ask for a sabbatical. For about six or seven months. To skateboard across Australia. This way, I
argued with myself, I might be able to live with the job because the end was in sight. Maybe, just
maybe, this would work. I told them everything; that I needed a bit of a break, that I wanted to go
on a long journey, on a skateboard, that it would help me get refreshed and love my job more
when I came back. But please realise that when I just said I told them everything, I didn’t,
actually, tell them everything. I missed out the bit where I was planning to skateboard a long way
and then not return to the job. But I figured if I told them that then they would probably ask me to
leave. Straightaway. And then I’d have no money. So it was a cunning plan. And they fell for it.
And they agreed. And for one whole week everything was OK.One week later, a man named
Michael visited Swansea for a business dinner. I liked Michael, he was a friendly man who
worked for his dad in a printing business, and Michael dealt with our company where printing
was concerned. Shortly before my request for a Skateboard Sabbatical I had been elevated to
position of Print Manager, as well as Design Manager. This was a big step for The Boss and his
Sidekick, who were always quite protective over the company, and I honestly appreciated the
extra responsibility, although in truth I hadn’t so much received a promotion as just a new job
title. Before I go on, I feel that I need to explain something. Although I spent a little bit of every
day looking at websites about long skateboards, I was still very good at what I did. I was efficient
and productive and made some money for the company and this, I suppose, is why they gave
me some more responsibility.So, as the new Print Manager, I was invited to a business dinner
with The Boss, his Sidekick and Michael from the printing business. The food was nice, the
drinks flowed, jokes were made and chuckled at, and after the fourth bottle of wine was quaffed
we moved on to a pub around the corner. And it was at this pub where poor Michael was
crowded into a corner, I felt, by The Boss and his Sidekick and a good deal of alcohol, on some
business matter of sorts. Now, I have mentioned before that The Boss and his Sidekick had a
monopoly on decision-making in the company, and because of this I hadn’t been briefed on any
particular plan of attack for the business dinner. I had assumed that we were just bonding as
friends in order to make the future pleasant for all parties. I couldn’t have been more wrong.I had
returned from the toilet and was perched on a rather uncomfortable wooden bench feeling
decidedly giddy, a state I blamed entirely on the bottle of beer which inexplicably wobbled on the
table in front of me, and then The Boss directed a question at me: ‘What do you think, Dave?’I
hadn’t been concentrating entirely on the conversation, mainly because I had been in the toilet,
but it may have been the same conversation from before my toilet break, one I hadn’t been



involved in it at any point and had centred on what I thought was a rather bizarre plan by The
Boss and his Sidekick to make Michael pay for everything they wanted to do in life. But I pulled
myself into an upright position and offered my thoughts. Now, I might be a bit hazy on the exact
conversation but I remember enough to know that when The Boss spoke to me I was feeling a
bit uncomfortable for poor Michael, who was being badgered to put up some money for an idea
that didn’t seem feasible. So, adlibbing a bit, I replied with something along the lines of, ‘I’m not
sure that the plan would be that simple to action, and honestly I don’t think we should be asking
Michael to sign off on anything with the amount of beer and wine we’ve been through.’I could
hear the sound of thunder, which was odd as it was a nice, balmy summer night, for Wales. I
quickly realised that the thunder was actually more of a growl, and that The Boss and his
Sidekick were glaring at me with eyes like saucers. And I’m sure they were holding daggers
under the table and were ready to use them on me. I glanced at Michael, who I thought looked a
bit bemused by the whole situation, and then I realised that I’d said the wrong thing because The
Boss snarled, ‘I’ll remember that.’ Oh dear, I thought, he’s not happy.We left the pub soon after
and The Boss appeared to my left. ‘What are you doing?’ he rasped. ‘We were close to sealing
the deal, you’re supposed to be on our side.’I looked at him apologetically. ‘I had no idea there
was a deal to seal, you didn’t tell me about it.’‘That’s not the point, you’re supposed to be on our
side.’ He stomped off, a bit moody, and I followed sheepishly, wondering how it had all become
so heated. At Michael’s hotel The Boss and his Sidekick left early; Michael and I stayed with
drinks in our hands and we talked about travelling in the developing world, something we’d both
done in the past, and then I wandered home across the river having completely forgotten about
the little tiff in the pub which involved alcohol and being on the right side.The next morning I
arrived at work and sat in the foyer with a glass of water, chatting to Neil about something, which
probably involved a long skateboard.
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gmrviper, “I would recommend this book for anyone who enjoys reading about an .... I would
recommend this book for anyone who enjoys reading about an exciting adventure. Dave has
actually inspired me to go by a long board and try it out.”

L. Froment, “Amazing Adventure. I read this book after I learned about Dave online. All I can say
is wow! He went from working in an office being unhappy with his life to skateboarding both the
length of the UK and Australia after only a few years. It's a great inspirational story to keep going
and follow your dreams.”

Gorillalady1, “So much more than just book about skateboarding, its an excellent read and really
life affirming. After having read "Date", I thought I would try another of Dave’s books and I am so
glad that I did. At first I thought the book would just, (! ) be about Dave skateboarding from John
O'Groats to Lands End and then his mammoth adventure in Australia to skateboard from Perth
to Brisbane but it was so much more than that. The book is a testament to what can be achieved
with guts, determination, fortitude and stubbornness.It is the sort of book/manual that should
definitely be read by anyone embarking on a project such as this as either the adventurer or a
member of the support team. Also for us less adventurous souls, it is really fascinating living
vicariously through the story. Dave is such a brilliant storyteller and is excellent at conveying the
highs of the experience. I liked that Dave was honest enough to describe the arguments,
behaviours and stresses that could have caused the whole project to collapse.The book has all
the laughs, tension and adventure guaranteed to keep you up to the early hours of the morning
as you have to read further. Dave's descriptions of people, both supportive and bloody minded,
were really well observed. Reading about some of the little acts of kindness which made a huge
difference to the project really made me smile. As the journey progressed and Dave started
picking up injuries, and became more and more exhausted, I was just amazed that he was able
to keep going.As well as learning about the actual journey's Dave undertook, it was also really
interesting and eye-opening reading about what is involved in financing, planning and executing
this sort of project. I really had no idea of all the logistical nightmares that had to be overcome in
getting sponsorship, arranging interview, finding food and accommodation. It is a credit to
everyone involved in the project, especially Dave that the project got off the ground never mind
completing satisfactorily.The one thing I didn't expect was to gain a much better understanding
of team dynamics and how the actions and attitude of people can have such a positive or
detrimental effect on a project. What started as a few little niggles had the effect of causing real
issues in Australia and I really don't know how Dave had the strength of character to carry on.
The stress he must have been under when he had to skate, be a peace maker and keep the
whole project going must have been awful. There were more than a few times when I was in
tears reading some of the pages where this was described, especially on page 215 (you will



agree when you read it!)I'm really glad that the last chapter describes what happened after the
adventure was over. It was interesting to see how long it took Dave to recover from the
adventure and what his thoughts were looking back on the experience when he had time to
analyse himself and his experiences.I would really recommend this book, but be warned one
you start it you will find it very difficult to put it down. Also as I started looking through it while
writing this review I am having to resist the urge to start reading it again.PostscriptAfter reading
this book, I went and bought "Life in the Slow Lane" and it is my favourite of all Dave's book. It
leaves you with a warm feeling and a huge, huge, smile.  Review to follow.”

Simon, “Inspiring. A well written account of an amazing journey. If charts the highs and lows of
planning and understanding such an arduous expedition. The book can at times be a little
repetitive (as no doubt the journey was) but it’s worth persevering and the enormity of the
challenge deserves your determination to finish the boom”

Jerome Benton, “a bit boring in parts (sorry dave). Inspirational story, a bit boring in parts (sorry
dave), but it made my own long journey (a delayed plane flight) much easier. I'm also a
longboarder, and I have to say absolute respect, very few people would have the grit to achieve
this.”

SurfingPikachu, “Great read. Came in the condition expected, will definitely buy more used
books!”

Mr James Hinchcliffe, “I really enjoyed this book. I really enjoyed this book, the authors passion
really shone through, the reader really felt like they were on the journey with him, as he dealt with
the Demons in his mind during the journeys. I felt each push, each uphill struggle and each
downhill freewheel. If people want to rediscover the child inside them, this is a great starting
point.”

The book by Dave Cornthwaite has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 21 people have provided feedback.
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